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Where to start

If you are reading this zine 
you could be/or know 
someone experiencing 
some challenges with:

“Where to start”

ThiThis Zine will give you some 
very general tips of what 
you could try to help you be 
able to still make a zine.

 

 

ThiThis advice is general and more specific 
advice should be sought after from your 

therapist.

How can not knowing 
where to start impact you 

making a zine?

YoYou may really struggle to 
get going and having an 
idea to what to put in your 
zine. This can be incredibly 

frustraiting! 

TherThere will now follow a 
series of pages which will 
suggest some tips you could 
try that might help you get 
going with your next 
fantastic idea and your 
next fantastic zine!

Action Intervention

Have erasing devices

Go for a walkLook around the houseFreewriting   Take a break 

As soon as you have an 
idea of some form drop it 
on a post-it note to come 
back to later - these may 
help prompt your ideas.

Take a stroll out in the 
garden or local green 
space and see if there is 
any inspiration there.

Have a look around the 
house and collect your 
favorite things for 
inspiration.

Write for a minute, repeat 
the same word or just 
scribble if you get stuck 
until an idea comes to 

mind.

Take a break! It's not all 
about rushing to finish! If 
you draw blanks - take 10, 
15, 20 - whatever you need 
then come back to it with 

fresh eyes.

Use stickers to help build 
your idea - you can always 
remove these later if you 

want to.

Why not write about your 
favorite book, film, plants, 
food… anything. Tell 

people about something 
you enjoy through the zine.

Have a chat with someone, 
they may give you some 
other ideas or help to 
consolidate yours.

Use post-it notesTalk through your ideaUse stickersChoose someting you like 
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6. Where to 
start

By Ash Bailey

Where to start

This zine gives a few ideas of 
things you could do if you 
are struggling for ideas for 

your zine.

FoFor other zines in this 
collection or for a larger 
format of this zine. Scan the 

QR code below.

ThiThis zine was created by a 
Sheffield Hallam University 
Occupational Therapy 
Student working on a 
placement with the 
coordinators of the 
Sheffield Zine Fest.

A few things you could try to 
help you get started if you 
are stuck for ideas.

Make a mark of some form 
on your paper - it could be 
a border - it's much easier 
to think of ideas when you 
aren’t staring at a blank 

piece of paper.

Just write a thought about 
anything on a page - you 
may end up creating a 
zine about how you can’t 
think of what to put in 

them. Bit like a mind-map.

Use other bits of paper to 
jot down ideas or don't be 
afraid to start again.

Make sure you have a 
rubber or correction fluid 
or tape to quickly fix any 
errors you may have 

made.


